From the Editor’s Desk

Every new idea gives birth to a new dream and every new dream gives the inspiration to explore
the unlimited potential of human mind. In order to be successful in life, it is necessary to think
big and have bigger dreams.

IJAIMS has entered the third year of serving an important role in the transference
of medical knowledge and promotion of the highest levels of medical research not
compromising with the standards and publication ethics. This requires a dedicated team
work of authors, reviewers, and editorial staff—all sharing the important responsibility
of adhering to the same professional standards.

I strongly believe that the Researchers have the unmatched intellect, deep passion,
commitment, coupled with human values by which they can accept all challenges and shine in medical world
and be successful in all walks of life. All the readers should spare and spend good amount of time in research
because only documented research speaks for itself. I would also request you all to be aware of plagiarism and
take care of all ethical issues concerned with publication.

If one has passion for research, innovative ideas in the field of interest can come spontaneously. It is also
possible to train our minds to be innovative and creative, if we develop innovative mindset particularly among
our youth.

I firmly emphasize that continuous learning must provoke more curiosity in the minds of the scholars and
it should inspire them to think beyond present and to come up with new ideas to lead to meaningful research.
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